The Venus Mitigation and Support Grid

Venus is traditionally linked to the Divine Feminine, all types of relationships, sexuality, desire, beauty, perception of beauty and the physical body, pleasure, finances and how we use those resources, and who and what we value in life, including the values themselves. Venus rules Libra and Taurus and is associated with the Second and Seventh Houses. Venus is about the interpretation of the self as it bounces off others, perhaps even including who you have been in past-lives.

The intentions of this grid are to support the graceful and harmonious expression of these topics within your life and to bring your perceptions into greater alignment with the enjoyable side of the material world, your true inner and outer beauty, authentic interaction with others, and greater levels of self-control to reign in impulses to pleasure that do not serve your highest good. This would be an excellent grid for anyone exploring a more challenging placement of Venus in their birth chart, during times when experiencing the influence of Venus retrograde or a Venus transit, or when experiencing challenges with any of the topics discussed above.

Stones Included:

**Center: 1 Rose Quartz**
Rose Quartz has long been considered a stone that illuminates the heart, soothes a restless spirit, and nurtures the soul. It is said to help us embrace love in all its many forms, such as maternal, brotherly or humanitarian, as well as passionate. It is connected directly with the heart and emotional body and assists in gentle shifts toward more loving states, such as forgiveness, nurturing, comfort, and bonding. It is often associated with nurturing and compassionate aspects of the Divine Feminine, and specifically with Mother Mary.

**Inner Lotus: 6 Magnetite**
Magnetite/Lodestone is an iron oxide, a cousin to better known stones like hematite. Its name comes from its relationship to magnetism. All magnetite responds to a magnet and some is naturally magnetic, known as lodestone. Magnetite’s main metaphysical property is attraction, drawing in the things that you wish to have in your life and manifest into the physical level. On the flip side, magnets have an opposite polarity, meaning they can also repel, so they are used for protection. Electromagnetic materials, such as magnetite, are also known to balance the energy body, as well as
duality and polarities in general. It is considered a master grounding stone, assisting one to plug in and reweave into the geomagnetic field of the Earth, helpful during times of geopathic stress, such as solar flare activity, or anchoring to the Earth's grid system for global healing work.

**Star: 6 Chrysocolla**
Chrysocolla is an Angelic Earthworker. It comes from Peru where many angel-linked stones originate (mangano calcite, angelite, andean opals, pyrite, etc). It is connected deeply with the Divine Plan of the planet and assists to hold and maintain a vibration of trust and coordination between dimensions. It is a link for angelic lightworkers on Earth to connect to angelic lightworkers in upper dimensions. This link provides a vehicle for evolutionary energies to filter into the Heart of Gaia and the energetic systems of the planet. It assists integrating the Heart and Throat Chakras... feeling and communicating... and activates the High Heart Chakra.

**Triangle: 6 Rutile Quartz**
Rutilel Quartz has golden to reddish threads of Rutile imbedded within it. It is a special quartz energy as the Rutile increases the potency of energy moving through the quartz. It is stimulating to the Belly and Solar Plexus and can be used to amp up energy in the whole system by placing it right over the belly button. Traditionally, it was sacred to Venus, which means that it enhances all one-on-one relationships, such as connecting and harmonizing the energy between two people, not just lovers.

**Dot: 6 Rhodochrosite**
Rhodochrosite is another of the “pink ray” stones that anchor and embody the energy of love and beauty. It assists in the stabilization and protection of the emotional body, as well as providing insight into the depth and layers of emotional issues, which may need to be understood to shift into more adaptive patterns. The inclusion of white bands gives rhodochrosite a decidedly spiritual plug in point as well, so that an individual may also attune to higher aspects of love and acceptance, such as the higher self, important spiritual love connections, soul mates, and so on.

**Open Circle: 6 Pyrite**
Pyrite’s energy is radiant and magnificent and supports us to ‘shine’. It holds the energies of the Golden Sun within it and is purifying to the system as well as supporting grounded abundance and prosperity. Pyrite helps us to think more clearly, raises our vibrations, and is also protective of the energy field.

**Square: 6 Aquamarine**
Aquamarine is a watery wonder. It floats us gently to a still and peaceful place within and assists us to merge with the fluid connection of ALL. The energies facilitate states of meditation and moves us closer to the vibrations we need to feel and communicate with higher levels of consciousness.

**Solid Circle: 6 Quantum Quattro Silica**
This stone is a combination of smoky quartz and copper based minerals, such as chrysocolla, shattuckite, malachite, ajoite, azurite, and diopside. Traditionally, all blue and green stones were sacred to love goddesses because the colors represent the fertility of the earth. It also would indicate an integration between thoughts and feelings, or psychic impressions or spiritual energies integrated and manifested into the real world.

**Recommended Protocol:**
I would recommend using this grid as a “Sit and Spin” for direct attuning, particular during times when Venus is in a challenging placement in your personal chart or is in retrograde. You could set it up in a bedroom to enhance the love and relationship aspect of the energy, or in a common living space in the home to support family harmony, or in a place that you associate with your prosperity.
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